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"Your attitude determines your attitude."
		-- Zig Ziglar, self-improvement doofus
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A lot of public ones do like from the U.S. government.

Thank you for reading and hopefully answering. :)
-- 
Go LA (NBA)! Oh wait... It had been over a year... Will 2021 repeat 2020? :(
Note: A fixed width font (Courier, Monospace, etc.) is required to see this signature correctly.
  /\___/\   Ant(Dude) @ http://aqfl.net & http://antfarm.home.dhs.org.
 / /\ /\ \                      Please nuke ANT if replying by e-mail.
| |o   o| |
   \ _ /
    ( )
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On 08/07/2021 19:55, Ant wrote:
> A lot of public ones do like from the U.S. government.
> 
> Thank you for reading and hopefully answering. :)

Most private PDF files do not use forms (because they are not forms,
they're just documents).

Governments, companies, and institutions use PDF forms for many reasons,
most of them bad because HTML forms would do the job as well if not better.

Peter
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